
C L A S S  C A T A L O G

The Dreamers’ Academy 
Dream.  Believe.  Achieve



Who We are
The Dreamers Academy seeks to provide a fun and

engaging environment for children under the age of
twelve. The Dreamers Academy will offer activities,
events, and programs that inspire students to think

critically and creatively about their future. Through our
offerings, students will learn about different career

paths, improve their skills, acquire new hobbies, build
confidence, and develop connections with peers and

others in the community.

What We Do
The Dreamers' Academy provides services to children from two to
fourteen years old and their parents a safe, fun, and educational
activities, programs, and events. The offerings of The Dreamers'

Academy will support the five domains of development. Children
will gain a more profound love of learning, be encouraged to

dream about their future, be taught goal setting, acquire
knowledge about careers, and the needed skills. Children who

graduate from The Dreamers' Academy will leave with a sense of
direction and confidence in themselves, their ability to learn, gain

skills, and accomplish their goals. 
The Dreamers' Academy will offer activities, events, and programs

that inspire students to think critically and creatively about
their future. Through our offerings, students will learn about

different career paths, improve their skills, acquire new hobbies,
build confidence, and develop connections with peers as well as

others in the community. 



Our mission is to offer high-quality classes to children
two to twelve. Our classes will teach valuable skills
and lessons that expose children to careers, hobbies,
and a deeper love of learning. We believe each child

should:

Dream of tomorrow’s possibilities 

Believe in themselves and their abilities 

And finally, each child should have the tools,
knowledge, and support to 

Achieve their goals in life

What We Stand For



Little dreamers ages 2 to 6

Come move, play, 
 create, and learn with
us in our fun precious
little dreamers class.
Join us for fun themed
songs and stories! And
end each class with
fun activities 

Each week we will
dive in to a new
exciting career
through hands on
exploration! 

I can be classes

Storytime



Little dreamers ages 2 to 6

In this fun class, we
will go on a wild
adventure learning
about different
animals, bugs, and
more!

More Little Dreamers' classes

Going to the Zoo!

SOONSOON
COMING



Big Dreamers ages 7 to 14
Course offerings

Culinary arts

Helping hands

the science of
beauty

architecture&
interior design

space adventures

Investigations 

coming soon 

the dream box



Learn about the ins and
outs of cooking and
running a restaurant
business in this three
part course! Dreamers
receive apron and chef's
hat.
6 classes

Culinary arts

Chef in training 

Students will make fun
and tasty treats based
on favorite Disney
classics. Enjoy movie
nights as with an
inspired meal. Be my
guest as we prepare
yummy snacks!
6 week classes

Cooking  your way through movies 



The most important meal
of the day! Learn to
create breakfast staples
such as waffles
and omelets and yummy
breakfast pastries!
6 classes

Big dreamers ages 7 to 12
Breakfast warriors 

MOREMOREMORE      CULINARYCULINARYCULINARY
CLASSES COMINGCLASSES COMINGCLASSES COMING

SOONSOONSOON



Paging doctor dreamer!
We need your help!
Learn about the human
body and what it takes
to become a doctor to
help your patients!
Ages 9 to 12

Helping Hands Careers
Dedicated Doctors

DO YOU DREAM ABOUT
HELPING ANIMALS?
LEARN ABOUT
DIFFERENT SPACES
THAT VETS WORK IN
THROUGH FUN
ACTIVITIES AND
DISCUSSIONS!
8 classes
Ages 7 to 12 

Vet Academy 

COMING
SOON



Psyched about psychology
Learn about your
emotions, behavior, and
brain in Psyched about
Psychology! Learn the
importance of emotional
regulations and how to
cope with strong
emotions!

Let's give back
together! Join us and
other dreamers as find
different ways to help
support our
community! 

Volunteering 

COMING
SOON

COMING
SOON



The science of Beauty  

Dive into the world of self care as
we discuss what it takes to be a

cosmetologist and a cosmetic
chemist. Learn about the inner

beauty and loving yourself while
creating your own cosmetic

business

For Ages 7 to 14 

 8 weeks 



Become an interior
designer as you create
your own house that fits
your style! Learn about
interior designers while
creating your own house
that fits your style!

Architecture and Interior Design

Architecture and Design

Doll house interior design 

Learn about architecture and
design in this two part course!

Learn the basics of
architecture and design!

Graduate to home design to
design your own dream house!

Finally become a business
architecture as you design

your own zoo! 
8 weeks 

Ages 7 to 12 



3..2...1..BLAST  Off! Do you
have what it takes to make
it to outer space? Find out in
this class! Prepare for lift
off as we explore gravity,
rockets and the galaxy! 
               10 classes
            Ages 7 to 10 
        

Space Adventures

Space Academy

To Infinity and beyond!

Explore the great outer space
in this exciting course! Learn

about planets, stars, the
astronomers who studied

them, as well as so much more!
15 classes

Ages 10 to 14

*class can be broken up in to 5
week units



The Dreamers Detective
agency will work together
to solve the mystery of who
stole the class pet! Dreamers
will work on
critical thinking,
collaboration, communication
and creativity to solve this
mystery!
               10 classes
            Ages 7 to 9
        

Welcome to your first day at
spy training! Do you have
what it takes to become a

spy? Dreamers will use
problem solving, team work,

creative thinking to complete
science driven challenges!

10 classes
Ages 7 to 10

INVESTIGATIONS: THE CRITICAL THINKERS

Space Academy

The rogue Rodent



TDreamers will use their
critical thinking skills to
solve science challenges to
find who stole the money.
Dreamers will learn forensic
techniques to work together
to solve the mystery! 
               12  Classes 
            Ages 8 to 12
        

Solve the question who stole
the cookie from the cookie

jar? Inspect the crime scene
of the broken jar to find out
who really ate those cookies.

12 classes
Ages 10 to 14

INVESTIGATIONS: THE CRITICAL THINKERS

Cookie Jar Mysteries

The Case of The Missing Money



You have found the culprit
and now its time for them to

stand trial! Dreamers will
hold a mock trial in this fun
court themed class                

 12  Classes 
            Ages 10 to 14
        

There's been a robbery at
AnyTown Mall! Can you work
with other dreamers to find

the culprit before they strike
again? Dreamers' will use
forensics to observe and

decipher the evidence to find
the criminal.

5 classes
Ages 12 to 14

Forensics Science: The Robbery at
Anytown Mall

INVESTIGATIONS: THE CRITICAL THINKERS
Cookie Jar Mysteries: The Trial



SOONSOON
COMING

These fun careers are coming soon!
Stylists of
Tomorrow

Engaging in
Engineering

Dreamers' will create and
manage their own business in

this fun and educational
course. Think critically and

creatively as you collaborate
with other dreamers to create

your business empire!

Design your own fashions and
styles through fashion

illustration! Create your own
clothes in seamstress school!
Style a future celebrity in

styling the stars



Entrepreneurship 

Visual Arts
Explore different art mediums in

our visual arts career field! Learn
about different famous artist

that shaped history. Travel the
world in eight weeks as we

explore art of different cultures.
Let your creativity shine in this

hands-on class. 

Dreamers' will create and
manage their own business
in this fun and educational
course. Think critically and

creatively as you
collaborate with other

dreamers to create your
business empire!



Future Best
Selling Authors

Expand your writing and
reading skills in our literacy

career branch. Practice creative
writing in Best-Selling Authors

Class. Practice your reading
comprehension in Book club.

Combine your writing and art
skills in Comic Creators circle!



Every month dreamers will receive a box

of materials, books, and goodies to aid

them in a virtual classroom. Through

hands on activities and discussion

dreamers will be introduced to new and

fun careers that will open the door of

possibilities that awaits their future.

Invest in your child today with a            

 I Can Be Dream Box  

I can be dream box



www.4thedreamers.com


